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INNOVATIVE UM MATH PROJECT WINS SHARE OF $6 MILLION GRANT
MISSOULA—
After spending five years writing and field-testing a mathematics curriculum that could
revolutionize the way sixth- through eighth-graders in the United States do math, University of
Montana Professor Rick Billstein is racking up the frequent flyer miles promoting his project.
Billstein’s mission to spread the word about the STEM project was furthered with a
recent $6 million grant by the National Science Foundation to the University of MissouriColumbia. The grant will be divided among the University of Missouri and the developers of
five mathematics curriculums, one of which is STEM.
All told, UM will receive approximately $1 million over the next five years to promote
and distribute STEM materials and provide technical expertise and support to schools using
those materials.
The grant comes on the heels of another NSF award, which supplied UM with $4 million
over the past five years for the development of the STEM project. The original grant, one of
five made to institutions for the creation of innovative new middle-school math curriculums,
was a response to poor math test scores in the United States. With the recent grant, the
University of Missouri will serve as a dissemination point - called the Show-Me Center - for
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those five math projects.
STEM, originally named “Six Through Eight Mathematics,” now stands for “Success
Through Exploring Mathematics.” The only one of the five math curriculums to be signed by a
major publisher -- McDougal Littell, a Houghton Mifflin Company —STEM classroom
materials feature the name “Middle Grades Math Thematics.” The sixth grade materials will be
available beginning in January, followed by the seventh and eighth grade materials in March.
Materials for all three grade levels will be on display at the National Council of Teachers
of Mathematics’ annual meeting in Washington, D.C., in April. With the STEM project
already field-tested on 35,000 students and 275 teachers in 24 states, its director is hoping to
take the country by storm.
“The future depends on how well we get the word out,” Billstein said.
A radical departure from traditional, computation-based mathematics education, STEM
focuses on thematic, real-world math in relevant contexts. Rather than tackling individual
chapters on decimals, probability or geometry, students find math components woven into
learning modules that explore such concepts as “Patterns and Design,” “Search and Rescue”
and “Heart of the City.”
For example, in a chapter titled “Flights of Fancy,” students learn about airplane and
bird flight using inequalities, surface area, volume, similar figures, networks and geometric
probability. The workbooks emphasize cooperative learning —working with partners and in
groups —and self-assessment. Frequently, problems have more than one right answer and more
than one way to arrive at an answer.
While traditional mathematics does have its defenders, Billstein believes the time is ripe
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for math reform. He points to greatly improved math test scores at schools that have served as
field test sites for the STEM project as just one example of the need for a change.
“Many teachers and parents look at this as a no-brainer: ‘Why haven’t we done this
before?”’ he said.
STEM materials are designed to be used by students from all backgrounds and
socioeconomic levels. Field test sites have included everything from inner cities to a fishing
village in Alaska. Although Billstein describes the material as “calculator-dependent and
computer-enhanced,” he is quick to point out that classrooms without computers are not at a
disadvantage when it comes to using the Math Thematics workbooks.
During the five years that the project was in development, Billstein and his writing team
had the luxury of collecting feedback from teachers and students, then applying that feedback
during rewrites. It’s a big difference from traditional mathematics materials, many of which are
published with little or no classroom testing, Billstein said. What’s more, many of the STEM
project’s 25 or so writers are themselves award-winning classroom teachers from across the
country.
Billstein, himself the father of two daughters who were in middle school at STEM’S
inception, hopes the end result of his team’s labor is that “there will never again be a student
who says, ‘What good is math?”’
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